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Background and 
PwC research 1



PwC/Stichting E-Laad research dates back to 2016, a number 
of the initially identified hurdles still apply to date.. 
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Although there are still certain legislative barriers to overcome, from our 
2021 report it follows that potential benefits of V2X charging are imminent
Main conclusions 
V2G provides for potential 
benefits for players in the 
E-mobility value cain as well 
as society at large 

1. Lower investments in the power grid by avoiding regional congestion and reduction of peak demand

2. Lower cost of energy as a result of cheap back-up delivery of electricity and optimising procurement of affordable renewable 
power

3. Reduced CO2-emission by avoiding grey back-up power production and optimising renewable power by avoiding curtailment 

The actual amount and 
realisation of the potential 
benefits depends on the 
available battery capacity for 
V2G

1. Theoretical available capacity based on the number of EVs that is suitable for V2X and the capacity of these batteries

2. Actual usage in practice of these batteries depending available battery capacity, suitable charging infrastructure and 
compatibility of EVs and charging

3. Motivation of EV-driver to join a V2X platform, depending on costs and benefits, user friendliness and intrinsic motivation

Foreign case studies confirm 
our findings 

Case studies from the UK, Germany and Belgium show that in 2030 V2X may potentially result in yearly benefits of:

• Several EUR 100 per year for EV-drivers 

• Cost savings in the energy system between EUR 200m up to EUR 1bn 

• Reduction of multiple Mton CO2



How to change the tax 
and regulatory 
environment?2



EV-drivers are currently subject to ET for each kWh charged, 
no exemption is available for flex services (smart charging)

EV-drivers generally pay ET1 for each kWh charged, also if such kWh is not 
consumed but temporily stored and supplied back to the grid

De-charging 
• Power in EV battery is not used to drive (no final consumption), but the EV 

delivers power to the grid to for example compensate peak demand 

Re-Charging 
• EV is recharged to original power level before de-charging. The additional kWh 

are subject to ET again, resulting in a double ET levy. 
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Charging 
• Upon charging the EV-driver is subject to ET for each charged kWh that is 

delivered through the connection point 
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The main issue is that providing flexibility with an EV battery is generally 
treated as (taxable) consumption of electricity by a user (verbruiker) 

• Only actual consumption by EV should be subject to ET, not the flex services  

• In home situation the netting rule still provides a solution, but netting is to be 
abolished in phases as per 1 January 2025, this will require a different solution for 
V2X 

• For public charging points a statutory exemption in line with stationary batteries 
seems to be a relatively simple solution, but does this also solve double tax issues at 
for example office buildings and other semi-public locations?

• Different ET rates depending on the location of the charge point resulting in unclear 
pricing for EV drivers and unequal treatment compared to gasoline/diesel (fixed tax 
rate)

• Current ET set-up limits policy options and insights for lawmakers, eventually 
charging tax at vehicle level would be a preferable set-up 



The issue of double taxation on bi-directional charging has 
been picked-up in Brussels, but no final legislative solution yet

• Article 22.4 of the current ET Directive proposal contains the following relevant 
wording (1):

“…For the purposes of the first subparagraph, electricity storage facilities and        
transformers of electricity may be considered as redistributors when they supply 
electricity.” 

• The Platform Electromobility (2) has suggested to add the following to this article:
“Active customers (as defined in Directive (EU) 2019/944 Art. 2(8)), including 
electric vehicle or battery owners participating in bidirectional charging schemes 
and other customers providing flexibility services to the grid, shall be exempt from 
taxation on unused energy which they reinject into the grid.”

• In the recitals of the Alternative Fuel Infrastructure Regulation (3) the double ET issue 
is also adressed:

“(21 a) Bidirectional charging at both private and publicly accessible infrastructure 
could encourage people to purchase electric vehicles, as they can then be used 
for mobility as well as energy storage. Therefore, legislative hurdles such as 
double taxation should be prevented in order to further develop the business case 
of bidirectional charging (..)”

 
1) Draft Energy Tax Directive dated 14 July 2021, 14.7.2021 COM(2021) 563 final
2) https://www.platformelectromobility.eu/2022/09/16/smart-charging-lets-avoid-double-taxation-for-ev-owners/
3) COM/2021/559 final, Amendment 21a as adopted by the EP on 19 October 2022, 
https://www.europarl.europa.eu/doceo/document/TA-9-2022-0368_EN.html.  

A new Energy Tax Directive is being discussed in Brussels The actual timing of the legislative process is not entirely clear yet

ET Directive is part of the ‘Fit for 55’ package, containing a large 
number of legislative proposals 

The final approval for amending the ET Directive requires unanimity 
in the Council

The aim is to have the ET Directive agreed within 6-12 months from 
now, the original timeline of 1 Jan 2023 seems difficult to achieve

After the ET Directive is agreed in Brussels, local implemenentation 
in the 27 Member States is required



Good examples across the border? 



Thank you
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